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n the Morning of the 17 of May 2017 we had the pleasure to have the WRSA
Border Chamber meeting on the incredible beachfront of Haga Haga at the
Country Club, where everyone was very friendly and welcoming. We had three very
talented speakers giving us some pointers about our game farming and some other
interesting information about our surrounding area. The weather turned out perfect as
we enjoyed boerewors rolls out on the deck after our presentations and overall the day
was enjoyed by all who attended.

Speakers:

Kei road farmers – Roger Ellis
– Roger Ellis is an adventures botanist who taught all of us a thing or
two in our last meeting, this man has an ambitious and diligent
personality and controlled the entire room with ease, his
presentation was very resourceful and definitely an eye opener for
some of our new members.
- We had the privilege to learn about longevity of grasses, different
grass growth forms, morphology of grasses and leaves, including the
anatomy, the structure and the functioning of different grasses.
Feeding of game – Rob Phillips
- Rob Phillips is the technical manager for Meadow Feeds which is the market leader in
the Southern African animal feed industry. His company produces a variety of
specialised diets and custom feed mixes for the poultry, dairy, ostrich and swine
industries.
- Rob is a hardworking and reliable man and has come a far way with making sure we
only feed our game the best pellets.
- We were enlightened by the presentation Rob gave us on different feeding types and
the differences between them as well as feeding strategies and sensible points on
placing of feed.
Predator Control – Nick
- Nick is a very intelligent and practical Predator Controller. He gave us a wide variety
of ways to prevent predators from getting into our game land and ways of trapping
them. He is a very inspiring man and very talented in the work that he does. He
has a great knowledge of what he is doing in this industry and is something that
we should all look into getting for our farms safety and the safety of our game.

